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Analyzing Ayta Abellen Narratives for Peak, Participant 

Reference, Information Type and Fronting 
Roger Stone 

 

 

Abstract 
 Ayta Abellen is an Austronesian language spoken by about 3000 

people (Stone 2005) in the Philippine provinces of Tarlac and Zambales. 

Analysis of the Morphology of Ayta Abellen has been done by Nitsche 

(1998) and Stone (2004) and there is ongoing research on the syntax of 

this language. No Discourse Analysis has been done for Ayta Abellen. 

This paper focuses on narratives and notes the prominent features 

regarding peak, participant reference, information type, and fronting.     

 Longacre has described the peak of a narrative as a “zone of 

turbulence” and an area of analytical difficulty.  He has also listed various 

ways in which languages mark the surface peak of a narrative. This paper 

examines two narratives and notes the surface structure features at the 

peak.  

Participant reference systems help a reader follow the story. This 

paper looks at how participants are referenced in Ayta Abellen. 

Longacre has analyzed the spectrum of information types for 

English narratives and the resulting surface forms. This paper presents an 

initial hypothesis for an Ayta Abellen information cline and the resulting 

verbal surface forms. Future narrative research will further refine this 

information cline hypothesis. 

Ayta Abellen has an unusual amount of fronting in comparison to 

other Philippine languages like Tagalog or Ilokano. This paper examines 

occurrences of fronting in narratives and attempts to explain the various 

motivations for fronting in Ayta Abellen. 

 

Two texts form the basis for this study. One is a transcription of an 

audio recording of the story of the Tower of Babel as told by native Ayta 

Abellen speaker Rodante Capiendo. This recording was made immediately 

before Mr. Capiendo was told the account of the Babel story from the 

book of Genesis. He recounts the story that had been transmitted orally to 

him. Mr. Capiendo is known as one of the best Ayta Abellen storytellers.  

The other text is a transcription of a narrative told by Leonardo 

Francisco concerning a hunting trip. It should be noted that Mr. Capiendo 

and Mr. Francisco come from differing parts of the language area and so 

there are differences in their way of speaking which makes similarities 

observed between the two discourses even more significant.   
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Tower of Babel Traditional Narrative (Ayta Abellen) 
As told by Rodante Capiendo of Tangantangan, Maamot, Tarlac 

 

1 Hatew, main yan natongtong ti bapa ko makaoli [o tongkol] ha hahabi, 

taket a malabong a hahabi boy malabong a kalahi nin tao. 

Ft:  Back-then, my father said something about the languages, why there are many 

languages and many kinds of people. 

2 Hiyay habi nin tatang ko, “Ha hatew, anak ko,” wana, “ha onan panaon, 

labay lan aboten ti langit nin tatao. 

Ft: What my father said, “Back then, my son,” he said, ‘at the earliest time, the 

people wanted to reach heaven. 

3 Ta labay la aboten ti galing nan Apo Dioh noba hiyay Apo Dioh, 

ampaolayan na kano,” wanan tatang ko, “ampaolayan nan Apo Dioh.” 

Ft: For they wanted to reach the skill of the Lord god but the Lord God, he 

disregarded it is said,” said my father, “the Lord God disregarded.” 

4 Oli ha kaboyotan nin andiagen la, ampanyag hilan kagalingan. 
Ft: Because of the length of time of their working, they made something good. 

5 Hiyay kagalingan a dinyag la, nanyag hilan tori.  
Ft: The good which they did, they made a tower. 

6 Ihenbay nangibat ti hahabi ha tori. 
Ft: There began the languages at the tower. 

7 Ta hiyay tori, intagay lan intagay. 
Ft: For the tower, they raised and raised. 

8 Hiyay palano la kano nin ampanyag tori, labay lan agpalanting ha galing 

nin Apo Dioh noba napoot yay Apo Dioh kano. 

Ft: The plan of the people who are making the tower, they wanted to reach the skill of 

the Lord God but the Lord God became angry it is said. 

9 ‘Kano’ wangko ta habi nin totoa ko. 
Ft: ‘It is said’ I said because [this is] the word of my parents. 

10 Haanin, napoot yay Apo Dioh. 
Ft: Now, the Lord God became angry. 

11 “Yain a tori a dinyag nin naboyot a panaon, maghay kolap bengat a 

agwaten ko,” wana. 

Ft: This tower which was made over a long time period, one second only that I will 

tear it down,” he said. 

12 Oli ha matagay a matagay, ahe na ya kalabayan nin Apo Dioh. 

Ft: Because of it being very tall, the Lord God did not like it. 

13 In-agwat na yan Apo Dioh ha maghay kolap bengat. 

Ft: The Lord God tore it down in just one second. 

14 Maghay kolap bengat, naagwat ti tori. 

Ft: One second only, the tower was torn down. 

15 Haanin, hilay tataon nanyag tori, nangaiigat hila. 

Ft: Now, the people who made the tower, they were shocked. 

16 Nangaigat. 

Ft: Shocked. 

17 Yatewi “Ah! Ah! Ah!” 
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Ft: That which is saying “Ah! Ah! Ah!”   

18 Nangaigat. 

Ft: Shocked. 

19 “Ihtewbay kano ti nangibatan ti habi a malabong a habi,” wanan tatang 

ko.  
Ft: There it is said was the beginning of the many languages,” said my father. 

20 “Ihtewbay kano nangibat.” 
Ft: There it is said it began. 

 
1. Charting (see Appendix 1) 

2. Macrosegmentation  
 

 

Line # Notional/Schema Slot Content SS Slot 

1 Introduction  Aperture 

2-6 Exposition The people want to reach God’s skill Expository 

7-9 Developing Conflict The tower gets higher Prepeak 

10-12 Climax  God plans to destroy the tower Prepeak 

13-18 Denouement God destroys the tower and the 

languages are changed 

Peak 

19-20 Conclusion  Finis 

 

 There is an enclitic marker -bay. In this story it occurs at boundary markers of the 

text. It first appears at the beginning of line 6 Ihenbay, which is the end of the stage 

setting segment.  It also appears twice in the conclusion Ihtewbay. 

 

3. Peak Marking 
 

 In this particicular story the most obvious way that the peak is marked is through 

rhetorical underlining. The word nangaigat ‘shocked’ is repeated three times and the 

root agwat ‘tear down’ is repeated with different affixation. It should be noted that 

nangaigat is an unusal verb form. It occurs on very rare occasions which makes one 

wonder if its use is somehow related to peak marking.
1
 

 A second way that the peak is marked is through what Longacre calls “a crowded 

stage”.  On the surface it looks like a small number of participants with just the 

people and God being on the stage. But when we take into account that the reference 

to people could include all the people of the world at that time and that they all begin 

to do different actions at the same time in relation to what God did, this is clearly a 

stage that could hardly be more full. 

 A third way that peak is marked is through the use of onomatopoeia in line 17. At 

this point in the story the people are heard to say ‘Ah! Ah! Ah!’. The speaker here 

uses varying pitch and is trying to imitate what shock turning into different languages 

might have sounded like.  

                                                
1 Another hypothesis is that nanga- is a prefix for actions that occur to multiple subjects at once.  
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A fourth way peak is marked is through the use of short sentences and even some 

incomplete sentences. All background information is known at this point and all the 

characters have been introduced so the story can proceed with very short or agentless 

sentences. 

 A fifth way the peak is marked is through the absence of the particle kano. This 

word is commonly used to mark reported speech. The whole narrative is reported 

speech from the narrator’s father and so we would expect the use of kano but there is 

a pattern to its use that is consistent with the idea of peak. In this story it is repeated 

throughout the whole text except for one portion of the text. We see that kano is 

repeated four times before lines 12-18 and two times after lines 12-18 but not once 

inside this section we are calling the peak. The elimination of kano, therefore, seems 

to be a peak marking feature. This observation is strengthened by Mike Walrod’s 

conclusion about Ga’dang (another Philippine language) where he also concludes that 

kanu drops out in “the most climactic part of the story.”
2
 It should be noted that this 

peak marking feature would only apply to second hand stories. We would not expect 

it to occur in the personal hunting story analyzed in the second half of this paper. 

 A sixth peak marking feature is the shift in aspect. In the lines leading up to the 

peak there is use of perfective, imperfective, and contemplated verbs. But inside the 

peak only perfective verbs are used. Most of the verbs in the peak are also volitional 

with only one nonvolitional perfective verb occuring in the peak. 

 A final signal of the peak is the disappearance of fronting.  There are six instances 

of fronting in the first eight lines but only one instance in what we have labelled the 

peak. This lone instance (15) occurs to change the focus from God to the people who 

made the tower. This observation is somewhat predictable in that we would expect 

topicalization in setting the stage but less topicalization at the action peak. 

  

4. Participant Reference 

 
German linguist Wilhelm Nitsch has analyzed the case markers for Ayta Abellen 

(Nitsche 1998) in the following way: 

 

number Class 0 Class I Class II Class III 

singular hiyay = hiya ye yay = ya ye 

ya ti 

nan = na nin kanan = kana nin 

plural hilay = hila ye hilay = hila ye lan = la nin 

min = mi nin 

kanlan = kanla nin 

 

This will serve as our starting hypothesis for the case markers related to participants. 

Analysis of these texts may merit changes to the above table. 

 

In looking at the participant referencing I will use the following selected Discourse 

operation markers from Hwang 2006: 

F First mention within a story 

                                                
2 Walrod, Mike. Discourse Grammar in Ga’dang. p. 43. 
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I Integration 

T Tracking routinely 

R Restaging or reinstatement 

 

In the case of Ayta Abellen I would like to add one additional label: 

 

H Highlighted participant 

 

 By highlighted I am saying that the information about this participant is now 

active and ready to be used and referenced as a pronoun in predications. The process of 

highlighting a participant is always done through fronting and the use of a special marker, 

hiyay or hilay (if plural). 

There are two participants in this story: God and the ones building the tower.   

 

God 

Line # Text Comment Discourse Operation 

3a nan Apo Dioh Genitive F 

3b hiyay Apo Dioh Fronted H 

3c nan Apo Dioh Not genitive T 

8a nin Apo Dioh  T 

8b yay Apo Dioh  T 

10 yay Apo Dioh  T 

12 nin Apo Dioh  T 

13 -n
3
 Apo Dioh  T 

     

God is first referenced in line 3. There is an initial genitive reference in 3a and then in 

the next clause God is referenced again with fronting and the hiyay marker because God 

will be the highlighted character for the next section (lines 3 to 15). This section of the 

story is told from the perspective of God looking at the actions of the people and his 

response.  

God is never referenced with a pronoun. This is consistent with other texts where 

God’s name is always spelled out in a full noun phrase rather than a pronominal 

reference. 

      I should note the difference between hiyay and yay. Hiyay appears only in a fronted 

margin position whereas yay occurs only in the nucleus of the sentence. It is interesting 

that hilay (PL) occurs in both positions in the text which matches Nitsche’s chart. 

 

People 

Line # Text Comment Discourse Operation 

2b la … nin tatao
4
 ‘the people’ F 

3 la 3P T 

4 la, hila  T 

5 la, hila  T 

                                                
3 This is a contraction for ‘nin’. 
4 This is a split participant reference. This is my analysis. It is a regular occurrence in Ayta Abellen. 
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7 la  T 

8 la, hila  T 

15 hilay tataon 

nanyag tori 

Fronted H,R 

16 0  T 

17 0  T 

 

 

The first reference to the people of long ago is with a full Noun Phrase in 2b. After that 

there is regular tracking with pronouns until line 15 when a full Noun Phrase is used 

again. This reference in line 15 is significant because it is at this point that the people of 

long ago become the highlighted participant. The highlighting is accomplished through 

the use of the hilay marker, fronting and a full Noun phrase.  For the rest of the story the 

people are the primary focus and from that point they are referenced by zero anaphora. 

 

5. Information Types 
 

In looking at the different types of information represented in the story it is helpful to first 

look at the different types of aspect that the verbs represent. There are six different 

categories of verbs represented in these two texts. They are: perfective volitional, 

contemplated, imperfective, pseudo verb, nonvolitional, and existential. The verbs used 

in the story can be charted as follows: 

 

 

Aspect/Type Verb Gloss Line # 

Perfective nanyag made 5 

Perfective nangibat came from 6, 20 

Perfective intagay raised 7 

Perfective in-agwat knocked down 13 

Perfective nangaiigat were shocked 15, 16, 18 

Contemplated aboten will reach 2,3 

Imperfective ampaolayan are ignoring 3 

Imperfective ampanyag are making 4 

Pseudo verb labay want 2,3 

Nonvolitional napoot became angry 8, 10 

Nonvolitional kalabayan desiring 12 

Nonvolitional naagwat knocked down 14 

Existential main there is 1 

 

 

 These different verb aspect types can then be grouped as follows: 

 

Type of Verb Type of Info 

Perfective  Mainline 

Contemplated Background Event 
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Imperfective  Background Process 

Pseudo verb Cognitive/Stative Event 

Nonvolitional verb Cognitive/Stative Event 

Existential Setting 

 

Since Psuedo verbs
5
 and Nonvolitional verbs are marking the same type of events, we 

can combine both of those into a common category: 

 

Type of Verb Type of Info 

Perfective  Mainline 

Contemplated Background Event 

Imperfective  Background Process 

Pseudo verb/Nonvolitional Cognitive/Stative Event 

Existential Setting 

 

 

6. Fronting  

 
 In this short story there are 9 instances of fronting. Six of those topicalizations 

begin with the word hiyay or hilay and one with yain: 

 

Line # Text Gloss Motivation 

2 Hiyay habi nin 

tatang ko  

‘what my father 

said’ 

Topic Highlighting 

3 hiyay Apo Dioh ‘the Lord God’ Participant 

Highlighting 

5 Hiyay kagalingan a 

dinyag la 

‘their skilled-thing 

which they did’ 

Topic Highlighting 

7 hiyay tori ‘the tower’ Topic Highlighting 

8 Hiyay palano la 

kano nin 

ampanyag tori 

‘the plan it is said of 

those making the 

tower’ 

Topic Highlighting 

15 hilay tataon 

nanyag tori 

‘the people who 

made the tower’ 

Participant 

Highlighting 

11 Yain a tori a 

dinyag nin naboyot 

a panaon 

‘This tower which 

was made over a 

long time’ 

Topic Highlighting 

    

     In an Ayta Abellen narrative it is very easy to see the themes being discussed as they 

are marked for the reader. In this story the themes of the skill of the people, the tower and 

the plan of the people are all marked with fronting and the highlighting marker. The 

whole discourse is marked in line 2 as the story told by the narrator’s father. 

     It appears that yain in a fronted position functions in much the same way as hiyay in a 

fronted position. In the case of line 11 it is repeating information found three sentences 

                                                
5 By pseudo verb I mean words that are semantically verbs but are not inflected for aspect. 
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before (Cohesion) and also highlighting the next topic to be discussed. The difference 

between hiyay and yain is specificity, yain being more specific. Also yain is more prone 

to mark inanimate objects whereas hiyay marks topics or proper names. 

     In the same way that topics are marked, the main participants are highlighted.  For 

lines 3-14 God is the highlighted participant. For lines 15-18, the people are the 

highlighted participant.   

     It should be noted that in each of these cases there is also a cohesion function at work. 

The fronted text draws information from the previous sentence to highlight it and make it 

available for discussion. In the process it links the two sentences together as in the 

example below. 

 

21 Oli ha kaboyotan nin andiagen la, ampanyag hilan kagalingan. 

Ft: Because of the length of time of their working, they made something good. 

22 Hiyay kagalingan a dinyag la, nanyag hilan tori.  

Ft: The good which they did, they made a tower. 

 

 Evidence for the highlighting hypothesis is that after a participant has been 

marked and fronted, it is usually referenced by a focused pronoun or by zero anaphora. 

For instance, in line 7 the tower is highlighted with the phrase  

 

Ta hiyay tori  ‘For the tower’ 

 

 The next reference to the tower is with hila, a Class I 3P1 pronoun on Nitsche’s 

pronoun chart (below) or a focused pronoun using other terminology. 

 

number person Class 0 Class I Class II Class III  
 1 hiko 

P1S 

ako/ko 

1S1 
ko 
1S2 

kangko 
1S3 

I, mine, to 

me, etc. 

 

non- 

2 hika 
P2S 

ka 
2S1 

mo 
2S2 

kamo/kammo 
2S3 

you, your, 

to you, etc. 

plural 1+2 

(incl.) 
hikita 
P12S 

kita 
12S1 

ta 
12S2 

kanta 
12S3 

I and you, 

ours, etc. 

 3 hiya 

P3S 

ya 

3S1 

na 

3S2 

kana 

3S3 

he/she/it, 

his, etc. 

 1 

(excl.) 

hikai 

P1P 

kai 

1P1 

mi 

1P2 

kanmi/kammi 

1P3 

we (but not 

you), etc. 

 

plural 

2 hikao 
P2P 

kao 
2P1 

yo 
2P2 

kanyo 
2P3 

you, yours, 

to you, etc. 

 1+2 

(incl.) 
hikitao 
P12P 

kitao 
12P1 

tao 
12P2 

kantao 
12P3 

we and 

you, etc. 

 3 hila 
P3P 

hila 
3P1 

la 
3P2 

kanla/kalla 

3P3 

they, their, 

etc. 

 

 In line 11, we have the fronted: 

 

Yain a tori  ‘This tower’ 
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 Later in the sentence this is referenced with zero anaphora. Because the tower was 

highlighted with fronting, it does not now need an explicit reference. The same thing 

happens with the people in line 16 after being highlighted in line 15. 

 

  The last two instances of fronting occur with reason margins. 

 

Oli ha kaboyotan 

nin andiagen la 

‘Because of the 

length of time of 

what they are doing’ 

Reason 

Oli ha matagay a 

matagay 

‘Because [it is] very 

tall’ 

Reason 
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Hunting Story 
As told by Leonardo Francisco of Labney, Mayantoc, Tarlac 

 

1  Hatew a mangaamot nakew ako ha lale nin nanganop.      

Ft:  On a day in the past I went to the forest to hunt. 

 

2  Hiya ha anti ko ha lale, ampamahaka ko ha matondol nin Naboko.  
Ft:  When I was there in the forest, I caused myself to climb the mountain of Nabuko. 

 

3  Nakakit hilay aho ko nin maambal.  

Ft:  My dogs found a python. 

 

4  Yabayin a maambal, antibeen lan aho ko.  
Ft:  That python, it is being barked at by my dogs. 

 

5  Ket nilagad ko ta bilewen ko no hinyay antibeen nin aho.  

Ft: And I went to see what the dogs were barking at. 

 

6  Miabot ako ihtew ha angkonaan lan aho, bilewen ko ket kaginta a maambal.  
Ft: When I arrived where the dogs were staying I saw a big python. 

 

7  Main yan dinakep a baboy.  

Ft: It had captured a pig. 

 

8 Ket hilay aho, antibeen la ya, ta hamhamen la yay baboy a nakwa nan 

maambal.  

Ft: As for the dogs, they barked at it because they would snatch away the  

pig the python had caught. 

 

9 Kayabay hiyay dinyag ko kanan hiyain, nakew ako ne nangwan binila ta 

      kinalot kon tampol ye o na.  
Ft: Therefore what I did about that was, I went to get rattan because I  

would first tie its head. 

 

10 Biha ko ya imbitin. 
Ft: Then I hung it up. 

  

11  Biha ko yan tinoyhok nin nilahayan a  bo.     

       Ft: Then I stabbed it  with a tapered (piece) of bamboo. 

 

      12  Ket yabayin napatey ko yay maambal a malake o kaginta a maambal.   
        Ft: And that is how I killed the big python. 

 

12 Ket yabayin ti nakit ko ha lale a angkalimwan nin angkabiay a ayop boy 

      Ayta.  
        Ft: And that is what I found in the forest, what the living animals and Aytas are 
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        afraid of. 

 

13 Ket homain akon tanda a habien ana, ta yabayin anay tanda ko, ta yabayin 

      ti nadapat kangko oli ha maambal.  

        Ft: And now I don't know anything else to say, because that is already what I know, 

        because that is what was done to me regarding the python. 

 

14 Yabayti nan bengat ti nangadihaan ko kanan hiyatin pangomodang ko boy 

      panganop ko.  
        Ft: Just this is already what I experienced from this my hiking and my hunting. 

 
1. Charting (see Appendix 2) 

2. Macrosegmentation 
 

 

Line # Notional/Schema Slot Content SS Slot 

1 Introduction  Aperture 

2 Exposition   Stage 

3-4 Developing conflict Narrator sees a python Prepeak 

5-8 Climax Python had captured a pig Prepeak 

9-11 Denouement Narrator kills python Peak 

12-15 Conclusion  Finis 

 

The enclitic –bay here occurs in line 4 near the boundary between the setting and 

the main action part of the story.  Another instance occurs at the peak in line 9 and it is 

repeated in each line of the Finis. 

 

3. Peak Marking 
 In this narrative the peak is marked in several ways.  The most obvious is the use 

of biha ‘then’
6
. This conjunction is only used at the peak and marks sequential events.  It 

also has an unusual effect on the word order in that the subject and object move up to 

follow biha rather than being in their usual position following the verb. This augmenting 

of the word order is a very obvious feature of the peak of the story. 

 A second way that the peak is marked is through a quickening pace of the story. 

The action of the story becomes faster paced at lines 9-11 and this is made explicit with 

the use of the word tampol ‘quickly’ in line 9.   

A third peak marking feature is the shift from contemplated aspect verbs in lines 

3-8 to perfective aspect verbs in lines 9-11.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
6 This is a dialect issue. Residents of the sitios under Maamot do not use biha. Instead they use bayo and it 

has the same effect of augmenting the word order.  
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4. Participant Reference 

 
Dog 

Line # Text Comment Discourse Operation 

3 hilay aho Not fronted F 

6 lan aho  I 

8 hilay aho Fronted R, H 

8 la  T 

8 la  T 

 
The first reference to the dogs is with a Noun phrase with the hilay marker.  The 

second reference comes in line 6 with a non focused marker. Up to this point the dogs are 

not really in the spotlight even though they are active participants in the story. In line 8, 

the dogs are highlighted and from that point on in the story they are referenced with only 

pronouns. 

 

Python 

Line # Text Comment Discourse Operation 

3 nin maambal  F 

4 Yabayin a 

maambal 

Fronted H 

5 hinyay Interrogative pronoun T 

10 ya  T 

10 yan  T 

 

The python is first referenced with a non fronted NP. The second reference is a 

fronted highlighted Noun Phrase. Once highlighted in line 4 the python regular tracking 

is done with an interrogative pronoun in line 5 and personal pronouns in line 10. 

 

Pig (Minor character) 

Line # Text Comment Discourse Operation 

7 baboy In Relative Clause F 

 

The pig is only a minor participant in the story and so it is referenced in a relative 

clause modifying an existential clause. 
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5. Information types 

 
By using the information types developed from the previous story we can see that they 

also apply to this story. 

 
Info Type Aspect/Type Verb Gloss Line # 

Mainline Perfective nakakit saw 3 

Mainline Perfective nilagad came 5 

Mainline Perfective nakew went 9 

Mainline Perfective kinalot tied up 9 

Mainline Perfective imbitin hung up 10 

Mainline Perfective tinoyhok stabbed 11 

Bkgrd event Contemplated bilewen will see 5,6 

Bkgrd event Contemplated hamhamen will snatch 8 

Bkgrd proc Imperfective antibeen are barking 4,8 

Bkgrd proc Imperfective ampamahaka are going up 2 

Cog/Stat Pseudo verb tanda know 14 

Cog/Stat Nonvolitional napatey died 12 

Cog/Stat Nonvolitional nakit saw 13 

Cog/Stat Nonvolitional nadapat happened 14 

Cog/Stat Nonvolitional nangadihaan experienced 15 

Setting Existential main there is 7 

Setting Existential homain there are none 14 

 

 

6. Fronting 
 In this short story there are six instances of fronting.  Three of them help show 

changes of highlighted topics or participants. 

 
Line # Text Gloss Motivation 

4 Yabayin a maambal ‘This python’ Participant 

Highlighting 

8 hilay aho ‘the dogs’ Participant 

Highlighting 

9 hiyay dinyag ko kanan hiyain  ‘what I did then’ Topic Highlighting 

 
 For lines 4-7 the python is the highlighted or focused participant and is referenced 

through zero anaphora.  For line 8 the dogs are highlighted and for lines 9-11 the actions 

of the narrator are highlighted.  All of this is accomplished through fronting.  

 Another motivation for fronting is temporal margin information, or points of 

departure. In this text, three times changes of the time setting result in fronted time 

clauses. 
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Line # Text Gloss Motivation 

1 Hatew a mangaamot ‘On a day in the 

past’ 

Time 

2 Hiya ha anti ko ha lale  ‘When I was in the 

forest’  

Time 

6 Miabot ako ihtew ha 

angkonaan lan aho 

‘When I arrived 

there where the 

dogs are staying’ 

Time 

 

 

Conclusions 

 
 The enclitic –bay helps to mark boundaries in the narrative. It can appear at the 

end of the setting section, in the middle of the peak and in the conclusion. 

 Ayta Abellen narratives have a number of ways of signaling the peak of the story.  

One that was used in both stories analyzed here was a shift in aspect to exclusively 

perfective aspect verb forms.  Other peak marking features observed in these two stories 

are: rhetorical underlining, onomatopoeia, shortened sentences, disappearance of kano, 

augmented word order, crowded stage, a faster pace in the storyline, and a reduction 

fronting. 

The first reference to a participant occurs as a full Noun Phrase. Tracking of a 

participant is usually done with a pronoun. Reintroduction of a participant to the story is 

done with fronting and with the hiyay/hilay marker. When a participant is marked as the 

highlighted character, the hiyay/hilay marker and fronting is also used. 

There seems to be a motivation to keep proper names and Noun Phrases out of the 

nucleus of the sentence (even though it is grammatically possible).  The preference is to 

just use pronouns in the nucleus. An exception to this is the name of God which is rarely 

referenced through a pronoun.  
 It is proposed that the cline of information types for Ayta Abellen looks like this: 

 
1. Eventline (Perfective aspect) 

2. Background event (Contemplated aspect)  

3. Background process (Imperfective aspect)  

4. Cognitive and Stative event (pseudo verb & nonvolitional 

    verbs) 

5. Setting (equative and existential) 

 
We see that in Ayta Abellen four types of information are fronted. The first type 

is the theme or topic to be discussed in the following section. It is usually marked with 

hiyay. Participants can also be highlighted with the hiyay or hilay marker in conjunction 

with fronting. 

A third type of information is temporal. A change in the time setting, or a point of 

departure, is fronted. It may be marked with hiya or it may be fronted without a marker. 

The fourth type of fronted information is reason. Reasons for the predication are 

placed in the pre-nucleus periphery. 
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The net effect of fronting in Ayta Abellen is a succint nucleus. Names of 

participants, summary information, temporal and reason information are fronted to help 

the listener keep track of which information is in the spotlight while keeping the actual 

predication short. 

The functions of participant reference and fronting do overlap. Major participants 

are referenced in such a way as to show that they are in focus. This is done through 

fronting and the hiyay marker. Subsequent references to the participant will use focused 

pronouns. 
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Ayta Abellen Tower of Babel traditional narrative as told by Rodante Capiendo- Charted by Roger Stone 

Blue = existential; red = perfective (volitional); drk blue = perfective (nonvolitional); green= imperfective; orange = pseudo-verb; purple = contemplated 
 
 

 Introducers 
non-predicational 

Fronted Highlighting Independent  Clauses  

Notes 

S # 

 Initial           Medial 
Conj, NP, PP, adv 

Topicalization P  S O, complements, etc. 

1 Hatew 
time-past 

  main 
there-is  

yan natongtong ti  bapa   ko 
it      talking       M father my 

makaoli ha hahabi 
about     the languages 

     taket 

why 

a     malabong a  hahabi  

that many        lk languages 

  boy   malabong a  kalahi nin tao 
many        lk kinds  of  people  

 

2   Hiyay habi  nin tatang ko 
M       word of   father  my 

 <<Ha hatew,      anak ko,>> 
     M  time-past child my 

 

    wana 
he-said 

  

   <<ha onan panaon 
     M first   time 

labay lan aboten 
want  3P reach 

[in P] ti langit     nin tatao 
M heaven by people 

3 Ta 
For 

  labay la  aboten 
want  3P reach 

[in P] ti galing nan Apo Dioh 
M skill   of    Lord God 

  noba  
but 

hiyay Apo   Dioh 
the      Lord God 

ampaolayan   
disregarding 

Na 
3S 

kano,>> 
it-is-said 

    wanan tatang ko 
said      father my 

  

    ampaolayan  
disregarding 

nan Apo Dioh.>> 
by   Lord God 

 

4   Oli         ha kaboyotan nin andiagen   la, 
Because M  long-time  of   are-doing they 

ampanyag  
is-making 

Hilan 
3P 

kagalingan. 
skill/goodness 

5   Hiyay kagalingan a      dinyag la 
M        skill            that did       3P 

nanyag 
made 

Hilan 
3P 

tori 
tower 

6 Ihenbay 
There-EMPH 

  nangibat 
came-from  

ti hahabi 
M languages 

ha tori 
M  tower 

7 Ta 
For 

 hiyay tori 
the      tower 

intagay lan intagay 
raised    3P  raised 

[in P]  

8   Hiyay palano la  kano nin ampanyag tori 
M       plan      3P RS    of  making      tower 

labay lan agpalanting 
want  3P  reach 

[in P] ha galing nin Apo Dioh 
M skill     of  Lord God 

  noba 
but 

 napoot 
became-angry 

yay Apo Dioh 
the Lord God 

kano 
it-is-said 

9     ‘Kano’ 
RS 
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 Introducers 
non-predicational 

Fronted Highlighting Independent  Clauses  

Notes 

S # 

 Initial           Medial 
Conj, NP, PP, adv 

Topicalization P  S O, complements, etc. 

    wangko 
he-said 

[in P]  

  ta 

for 

  habi  nin totoa ko 

word of  elder  my 

 

10 Haanin, 
Now 

  napoot 
became-angry  

yay Apo Dioh. 
M   Lord God 

 

11   “Yain a   tori     a  dinyag nin naboyot a panaon/ 
   this  lk  tower lk did       in   long       lk time  / 
maghay kolap    bengat a 
one        second  only     lk 

agwaten 
will-tear-down 

ko,>> 
1S 

 

    wana. 
he-said 

[in P]  

12   Oli         ha matagay a matagay 
Because M  high       lk high 

ahe na ya kalabayan 
not  3S 3S desiring 

nin Apo Dioh 
by  Lord God 

[in P] 

13    In-agwat  
tore-down 

na yan 
3S 3S 

Apo Dioh ha maghay kolap bengat. 
Lord God  M  one       second only 

14   Maghay kolap    bengat 
one        second only 

naagwat 
was-torn-down 

ti  tori. 
M tower 

 

15 Haanin, 
Now 

 hilay tataon  nanyag tori, 
M      people made    tower 

nangaiigat 
were-shocked(PL) 

hila. 
3P 

 

16    Nangaiigat. 
were-shocked(PL) 

  

17     <<Ah! Ah! Ah!>> 
     Ah  Ah  Ah 

 

18    Nangaigat. 
were-shocked (PL) 

  

19 <<Ihtewbay 
kano 
 

   ti nangibatan ti  habi 
M beginning  M language  

a malabong a habi,>> 
lk many       lk language 

    wanan  
said      

tatang ko. 
Father my 

 

20 <<Ihtewbay 
kano 

  nangibat.>> 
came-from 
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Personal Hunting Story narrative as told by Leonardo Francisco- Charted by Roger Stone 

Blue = existential; red = Perfective (volitional); drk blue = Perfective (nonvolitional); green= Imperfective; purple = Contemplated; orange = pseudo-verb;  
 
 

 Introducers 
non-predicational 

Fronted Highlighting Independent  Clauses  

  Initial           

Medial 
Conj, NP, PP, adv 

Topicalization P  S O, complements, etc. 

1   Hatew a mangaamot 
Past    lk day 

nakew 
went  

ako 
1S 

ha lale     nin nanganop 
M forest  M  hunting 

2   Hiya ha anti        ko ha lale 
M     M  present  I    M forest 

ampamahaka  
climbing 

ko 
1S 

ha matondol nin Naboko 
M mountain  of  Naboko 

3    Nakakit hilay aho ko 
M      dog my 

nin maambal. 
M  python 

4   Yabayin a   maambal 
That       lk  python 

antibeen  
barking 

0 lan aho ko 
M  dog my 

5 Ket 

And 

  nilagad 

went  

ko 

1S 

 

  ta 
for/and 

 bilewen 
look-at  

ko 
1S 

no hinyay antibeen nin aho 
if   what    barking   by  dog 

6   Miabot ako ihtew ha angkonaan lan aho 
arrive   1S   there  M staying      M  dog 

bilewen 
look-at  

ko 
1S 

 

  Ket 

and 

 0 kaginta a maambal. 

big       lk python 

 

7    Main 
EXT 

yan 
3S 

dinakep a baboy. 
caught  lk pig 

8 Ket 
And 

 hilay aho, 
M     dog 

antibeen 
bark  

la 
3P 

ya, 
3S 

  ta 

for/and 

 hamhamen 

snatch 

la 

3P 

yay baboy a        nakwa nan maambal. 

M   pig      which got      by python 

9 Kayabay 
Therefore 

 hiyay dinyag ko kanan hiyain, 
M       did      1S very   that 

nakew  
went 

ako 
1S 

ne nangwan binila. 
M got          rattan 

  ta 
for/and 

 kinalot 
tied 

kon 
1S 

tampol  ye  o     na. 
quickly M head 3S 

10 Biha 

Then 

  ko ya imbitin 

1S 3S hung-up 

[in P] [in P] 

11 Biha 
Then 

  ko yan tinoyhok 
1S  3S   stabbed 

[in P] nin nilahayan a  bo. 
M  tapered     lk bamboo 

12 Ket 
And 

 yabayin 
this 

napatey 
killed 

ko 
1S 

yay maambal a malake o kaginta a maambal. 
M   python    lk big      or big       lk python 
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 Introducers 
non-predicational 

Fronted Highlighting Independent  Clauses  

  Initial           

Medial 
Conj, NP, PP, adv 

Topicalization P  S O, complements, etc. 

13   Yabayin ti 
This       M 

nakit 
saw 

ko 
1S 

ha lale     a angkalimwan nin angkabiay a ayop     boy Ayta. 
M forest lk be-scared       lk   living        lk animal and  Ayta 

14 Ket 
And 

  homain 
none 

akon 
1S 

tanda a   habien ana 
know lk say    now 

  ta 
for/and 

yabayin anay 
this        now 

tanda 
know 

ko 
1S 

 

  ta 
for/and 
 

yabayin ti 
this 

nadapat  
happened 

 kangko oli         ha maambal. 
to-me   because M python 

15   Yabayti nan bengat ti 
That      M   only     M 

nangadihaan   
experienced 

ko 
1S 

kanan hiyatin pangomodang ko boy panganop ko. 
very   this      walking           my and hunting    my 

 

 


